
SOUNDS FROM A COMPOSER'S WORLD 

In the process of creating music (the function of the 

composer) and recreating music, (the duty and privilege of 

the performer and the listener respectively) we tend to forget

or at best to underestimate the enormous role and extreme 

power of the most embryonic element of music imagination -

 

Overwhelming in its total output of sounds, a musical 

compositi on tends to dissipate this most basic element and 

ultimately to destroy it. By destruction I mean pulverizing 

its individual existence, it's independence. Far from condemn-

ing or criticizing any of the existing approaches t o musical 

composition I would only l ike to dr aw your attention to t he 

enigma of the sound. 

I believe that a sound should be conceived as a small 

universe of itself and by itself, a universe with specific 

shape, qualities and direction. In the field of physical 

acoustics, the question that is primarily of interest to the 

psychology .of music i s what physical processes must take place 
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in order to produce a sensation of sound. Here I quote a well 

known scholar in the field: [ "Sound production can best be 

demonstrated with the aid of a catgut string. If we pluck a 

string that is firmly fixed at both ends, we can see with 

the naked eye that it is set into rapid vibration. This vibra-

tion is then communicated to the sounding boa r d , and t h r ough 

this to the surrounding air particles, which in turn set up 

vibrations in the tympanic membrane. This motion is propagated 

in the inner ear to the auditory centre located in the brain, 

where certain still unknown phisiological processes produce the 

sensat ion of sound." J 

As you can see, there is nothing better that a composer would 

like to avoid than this kind of sci entific approach to the world 

of the sound - cold, mechanically organic, unpoetic, unartistically 

descriptive. Perhaps a more imaginative, carefully controlled 

explanation could be substituted. 

The life of a sound has a multitude of stages before reach-

ing its final goal - namely its projection to the listener and 

the listener's reacti on to it. Some of the different stages, 
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the way I see them are: 

l. The basic conception or primary realization 

2. The creation itself in its inaudible form = notation 

3. The reproduction - or the audible form and 

4. The most important stage = the countra-sound or the 

reaction of the sound to itself. 

The basic conception of a sound (or its primary realization) 

begins in a moment conditioned by a series of chemical reactions 

according to a given mental and physical state of a human being. 

I have oversi mplifed my definition by saying that the conception 

of a sound begins in a certain moment instead of saying that a 

change of zone occurs in its existence. By change of zone, of 

plateau or sphere, I mean that the continuous existence of the 

sound is temporarily interrupted during which time its vital 

its derivatios derivation-
n

components take shape. Thus pitch. density and it'

timbre - begin their important role. 

IfIf I may illustrate this with an analogous example: imagine 

a moving string or a tape with no beginning and no end. If you 
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are to splice this tape in 2 places, and then retape the 2 re-

maining parts, you will obtain a separate piece of tape while 

the original one continues its "life." Thus a unit of sound is 

being separated from its continuous rotation and begins orbiting 

around itself. The place of the separation will be guided by 

our intuition, instinct inner ear, will , or by our creative 

imagination. 

So far, very little has been needed from us - just awareness 

of the continuous existence of the sound,awareness of being 

constantly surrounded by it, the awareness of the sonorous world! 

PERHAPS IT WILL BE INTERESTING TO MENTION the fact that 

there are certain persons who automatically associate sounds and 

sound qualities with distinct colors. Their identification of 

isolated sounds is due not to the primary acoustic impression, 

but to the optical or intuitive image associated with it. The 

painter Kandinsky claimed that he sensed a similarity between "tone 

color"and "color tone." He felt a constant relationship for 

example, between: 

light blue and the sounds of the flute 

dark " " " " " " cello 
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green / and the sounds of the violin 

red /and the flourish of trumpets 

vermilion /and the ruffle of drums 

orange (and the church bells 

violet f and the horn and bassoon.

F For the professional musician, the word timbre has not 

quite the same connotation, though very often we hear the ex-

pression of "beautiful colors" in relation to a certain musical 

phrase, meaning a specific sound texture of this phrase. 

One of the aspects of nusic that contemporary composers 

have tried to restore, in many cases successfully, is exatcly 

the timbre, which fortifies even more the independence and the 

expressive power of the sound as a unit. 

A second very important aspect of music and organically 

related to 'timbre' is the question of direction given to sound. 

What is the meaning of this? If one is to adopt the approach 

to sound as a complete unit, a universe by itself, this is to 

assume that the sound has a life of its own with the necessary 
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movements. Movement implies direction, or, in other words -

in music - a distance and a connection between sounds. 

T To cover this distance the sound has to travel, abandoning 

its rotation around itself. From here on, the sound acquires 

a split or dual embodiment: that of actual vibration and the 

one of visionary resonance or silence. In plain words, this is 

called rest and its use in music goes back to prehistoric times. 

Up to modern times, rests have always been used in a passive way -

for example, to allow the singers to catch their breath or, with 

the appearance of polyphonic music, to indicate the temporary 

cessation of a voice while a second one makes its appearance. To 

the best of my knowledge, the use of silence in an active way 

began in recent times. The basic idea behind it is that: in the 

process of moving, the sound changes altitudes; in reaching a 

certain plateau, it activates itself, generating a certain amount 

of tension (commonly known as expression) which is used either 

to create a second actual sound or a multitude of physically non-

existing ones, but emotionally always present, at least for the 

concentrated l. 1stener, regar dl ess o f h. is nusica 1 sophistication. 

WeWe are, after all, dealing here with a most intangible ele
ment - the artistic phenomenae of the reproduction of sound by 
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itself. In this way, silence becomes creative and it poses 

its demands upon the listener - namely to procreate it. Thus 

the continuity of the sound, and ultimately of music, is secured! 

Without doubt, a thesis of this sort will encounter countless 

objections, among which the most tempestuously prominent will be 

the one of the delineation between the role of the composer and 

that of the listener. Have no f ear: the demarcation line will 

establish itself without delay, for the most creative type of 

listener will never be able to follow the mind of the real creator, 

but nevertheless this procedure will sharpen his ear and mind 

with the hope that the gap between him and a new work of art 

will be somewhat narrowed. 

And so, following the metamorphosis of the word "direction" 

through movement, distance and connection, we see that it all 

boils down to a relation: that of a sound to a sound in space. 

The moment a relation is mentioned, the ground is prepared for 

the human mind to spread its tendency for generalization and to 

immediately organize a canon of set rules and regulations. Thus, 

for centuries the relation between sounds, as components of 
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melodies and harmonies; has been regulated by principles most 

frequently established by rather mediocre creative people. Very 

seldom will we find a masterwork which did not break the estab-

lished rules of its time. So in modern times, too, rules replaced 

previous rules, principles based on democracy replaced those 

founded on tonal despotism and perhaps the destiny of all sonor

ous phenomenae will always have to be limited by restrictions. 

However, in the past 50 years, extraordinary changes have occured 

in the musical thinking of contemporary composers which, f ortunat-

ely, have brought about an enormous liberalization in the matter 

of sound relation. Distances presumed totally unearthly have 

been narrowed down to being easily conceived, applied, and sometimes 

even 

Thus we see how color and direction are vitally important to the

countra-sound, to the reaction of the sound to itself or, in 

other words, to the continuous flow of sounds. 

 

No doubt music is expression; technically speaking, expres

sion is based upon change, contrast, which pushed to extremes 

sometimes is bound to produce exhilirating results. Granted 
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that color has expression per se, but for a limited time - the 

necessity for change becomes evident very soon - therefore the 

change to a different color which does not necessarily have to 

be associated with the previous one. 

Here we approach more disputable grounds! The question of 

content emerges out of tradition and with it its product- form! 

Contemporary music has many times been reproached its lack of 

content and as a result its lack of form. After the performance 

of a new work one can very of ten hear the questions :"Where is 

the idea?" or-'What is the idea behind it? " 

No doubt these questions stem out of the extraordinarily 

rich tradition of musical culture - from Bach to Mozart, Beethoven

Brahms- ( I will stop right here! } Is it a phrase of a few bars 

long, a theme, a short motif of a few notes, a simple or more com-

plex chord - or is it what gives in many instances the only clue 

to the music critic for the understanding - or misunderstanding 

of a composition? 

Can we call the 4 notes based on the name of Bach (B-A-C-H), 

or the beginning of Beethoven's 5th Symphonie (4 notes again) 
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can we ca ll them "ideas" or do we need the lengthy "4 notes" 

of the opening of the Magnificent 4th Symphonie of Brahms in order 

to determine the meaning of the word "idea'? A very knowledgeable 

and pr ominent composer whose work is deeply rooted in tradition 

has defined "musical idea" as the starting point in the work of 

a composer. - This is already a more flexible non-definition. - How 

many times in the past have the "ideas" of a specific work become 

clearer, if not apparent for the first time, only with the help 

of the development? Development suggests form, and when form 

becomes a predominant criteria the result will be inevitably 

sterile, if not disastrous .

There is a story about Maurice Ravel who, when asked about 

the progress of his most recent work, replied that he had it all 

finished except the themes! 

F Following this process of musical investigation, we should 

undoubtedly reach the conclusion that ,any kind of musical material 

can constitute a musical idea. And, as we have seen previously, 

the basic unit of music being sound, which by its continuous 

existence provides an infinity of supply, there is an unlimited 
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possibility of works to be produced, regardless of the gigantic 

amount of works written in the past. I believe that this kind of 

optimistically constructive approach is necessary for the young 

artist tormented by the multiplying pressures and possibilities 

of modern times and incessantly haunted by the accomplishments of the

Masters. 

 

MUSICAL COMPOSITION 

Basically, musical composition deals with relations: obtaining 

the best possible balance between these relations will establish 

the permanent position of a work in the vast catalogue of human 

culture. 

OneOne of the relations of the composer to his work will be 

the matter of technique, which on the lowest level const i tutes 

merely craftsmanship, but on a higher level identifies i t sel f 

with the composers thoughts. Seen under such l ight, h is technique 

becomes a transmitter of aesthetic values. Accepting the fact 

that a musical composition is not only a work of genius and 

training, but also a product of environmental and cultural stimuli, 

one should easily understand the recent development of pure 
electronic music and of music in the electronic field in general. 
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This is a historical necessity, regardless of our liking or 

disliking it. We know from experience that when the appeal 

is to universal suffrage, unanimity is not to be hoped for, but 

on the other hand we also know t hat any form of society which 

resists the capacity of man for progressive creative transformation 

is doomed. I am by no means a fanatic propagator or electronic 

music, but by the same token I do not accept any stubbornly 

rejecting opinions of people, for the most part based either upon 

ignorance or total disinterest in enlarging their vision of new 

possibilities of sound production and interpretation. ~ Just think 

of the centuries needed for traditional music to develop and of 

the few years during which some experiments have been ma.de in 

electronic music. - Because every creative act overpasses the estab-

lished order in some way and in some degree, it is likely at first 

to appear eccentric to most men. Let us not forget that it takes 

courage to face the unfamiliar, to associate oneself with the 

different - courage to fight one's own prejudices no less than 

those of others. No doubt Freud was right in saying that men 

are strong so long as they represent a strong idea and that they 

become powerless when they oppose it! 
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InIn my opinion, electronic music should not be viewed as an 

eventual replacer of traditionally written music. On the contrary, 

they should be seen as two parallel blocks, between which co-

-existence should be perfectly possible. Let us not forget the 

abundance of somewhat more neutral and sometimes rather suspicious 

aspects of music flour ishing t oday and serving a kind of media-

tor' s role bet ween the main t wo mus i c powers : my thoughts were 

directed towards the different types of aleatory or chance 

music, musique concrete, multiple choice compositions and music 

to be improvised- (whatever that means!). 

Another aspect or media or technique in use of contemporary 

composers i s the conbination of live sounds with actual instru-

mental and vocal sounds, but transmitted through loudspeakers. 

One of the purposes for this (speaking for myself) is the emphasis 

of the spacial aspect of music, obtaining a greater depth and also 

the juxtaposition between the physically present sounds and the 

ones coming from a di fferent level. Of course this is simplifying 

matters because there are a multitude of problems being brought 

into existence with the use of this type of media, problems which 

open new possibilities, challenges, which give the composer a 
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completely different insight into his work, opening many doors 

for discovery- and discovery is a very ambitious part of composition. 

I I don' t think I can describe my extraordinary experience, 

of having to tune myself not only on a "stereo" level but, on 

4 different levels, while working on my last composition called 

''Quantetti" (short for "quatro Canti per Quartetto for Pianoforti) , -

a composition for 4 pianos, three of which, previously recorded, 

will be broadcast through 3 loudspeakers placed in 3 different 

places around the concert hall- while the fourth one will be handled 

on the stage by the exceptionally devoted performer of contemporary 

music, Mr. Leonard Stein. This is, of course, as part of the 

20th Century Music Series on the last concert. 

A A basic quality is required from a composer- today, as well 

as in the past, in order to determine his area of activity, =complete 

honesty and i ntegri ty. A remarkable example in this regard was 

Arnold Schoenberg, from whom we can and should learn many 

things-that begins
things that begins where imitation leaves off. In 1922 Busoni was 

reminding us that - "Music was born free; and to win freedom is its 

destiny. Creative power may be the more readily recognized ; 
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the more it shakes itself loose from tradition. "This should not 

mean that tradition is to be rejected -- on the contrary, history 

is present to help us point out that great innovations were always 

deeply rooted in tradition without being absorbed by it . A true 

artist is an interpretive artist, consistently devoting his life 

to the exquisite and enduring expression of his own individual 

reality in relation to his world. Time "filters out" the adven-

titious groups and relegates them to their proper places as enter-

tainers and technicians for their own immediate time in their own 

immediate fashion. 

In his book, entitled "Composer's World," Hindemith points 

out the following: "Technical skill and stylistic versatility 

have only one purpose: to bring into existence the vision of the 

composer. "

I feel thisthis is the most important aspect of composition, the 

only valuable relation between the composer and his world of sounds.

w 
It is an impossible task to try to describe a composer's 

vision and therefore senseless to explain his experience and his 

organization of it-or his compositions. 
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One can always speculate upon a composer's imagination, 

his inventions or discoveries ,- one can incessantely dissect a 

work, arriving at its most microscopic structures, isolating 

single sounds. One thing, however, will always escape our desire 

and perhaps need, and that is to understand the reason for 

existence of a musical composition and what it communicates to an 

audience. Understanding the structure of a work, its architectural 

conception means to grasp only one side, and perhaps the less 

important side of it. No analysis whatever, not even those 

furnished by the composer himself, can satisfy our eagerness to 

know the meaning of a work of art. Being essentially the instru

ment for his work, the composer is subordinate to it, and we have 

no reason for expecting him to interpret it for us. He has done 

the best that lies in him- in giving it form and he must leave the 

interpretation to others and to the future. 

The conclusion is that music can communicate anything and 

everything and the artist-creator has no jurisdiction whatever upon 

our experience and our reaction to his art. There are no ggrounds 

for meeting of minds and emotions between composer and listener. 
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Our response will depend upon many factors: - cultural backround, -

musical sophistication, - st~e of mind,- power of concentration,=all 

this will determine the speed of our grasping and reacting to a 

series of order ordered sounds which constitute 

a musical composition. - No logical procedures of any kind could be 

applied with success. - No assumptions of any kind, so necessary 

in the world of sciences, can lead us to any meaningful conclusion. 

Our attitude will and should be determined only by the degree of 

exposure to music and our open mindedness about it. 

Allow me to quote Picasso on the subject of communication: 

"How would you havea spectator live my pictures as I have 

lived it? A picture comes from far off, who knows how far,- ! 

divined it,- I saw it, - I made it, and yet- next day I myself dont see 

what I have done. How can anyone penetrate my dreams, my instincts,-

my desires,- my thoughts, which have taken a long time to mature and 

to come out into daylight,- and above all- grasp from them what I 

have been about - perhaps against my own will?"
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A A composition lives and changes only through him who listens 

to it. 

ToToday-as in the past- composers are being strangely classified 

into two categories:- cerebral and emotional! Personally I have 

never understood .t he meaning of this. - If by accusing an artist 

of being cerebral it means that he occasionally uses his mind 

and by glorifying another for being emotional it means that he does 

not make use of his scattered brain, then ••• well, its too bad! 

I .have never encountered in my life, an artist belonging to 

either one of these two categories. Let me quote opinions of 

artists on this topic: 

Beethoven in one of his letters (as quoted by Bettina Brentano) 

said: "Ruhrung passt nur an Frauenzimmer (verzeich mir) dem 

Manne muss Musik Feuer aus dem Geiste schlagen  = "Emotionis fit 

only for women - for man,- music must strike fire from his mind." 

A Are we about to classify Beethoven as a cerebral composer? 

B Beethoven's genius was once attributed by Schubert to what 

he termed his "'superb coolness under the fire of creative fantasy." "
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Stravinsky in his "Poetics of Music" says: "Art in the true 

sense is a way of fashioning work according to certain methods 

acquired either by apprenticeship or by inventiveness. And methods 

are the straight and predetermined channels that insure the 

rightness of our operation."

To which category shall we put the master of "symphonie of 

Psalms" and of the "Rites of Spring?"

Eugen"Are Delzacroixt"Art is no longer some sort of inspiration 

that comes from nowhere, which proceeds by chance and presents 

no more than the picturesque externals of things. It is reason 

itself, adorned by genius- but following a necessary course and 

encompassed by higher laws." J 

Picasso "Art is what instinct and intellect can conceive." 

- But artists being what they are, perhaps I should quote a 

different type of opinion by . Carl GustQv Jung: 

C. G. Jung "Creative Process in its unconscious action has often 

been compared to the growth of a child in the womb. The comparison 

is a good one, as it nicely communicates the important fact that 

the process is an organic development, and it helps to dispel the 

notion that creation is simply an act of cannycalculation~governed 
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by wish,- will- and expediency." 

Cerebral,- emotional,- inaginative,- inventive,- speculative, -

charlatan ; and a multitude of other adjectives have always been 

attached to the reputation of the composer. - It is easy to see how 

this kind of subdivision and classification can lead us into 

real chaos. 

Be he whatever he may be, the composer has always felt the 

need for order and organization which ultimately becomes an 

extension of his life. To absolutely every single phase of music his

this sense of order has been evident- and today, perhaps 

even more than ever, this order is not just an elaboration of the 

established,- but a movement beyond the established,- or at least -

a reorganization of it-and often of elements not included in it. The 

first need is therefore to transcend the old order. - Needless to 

tory

say, the composer should be well acquainted with what he is 

transcending!! 

On the other hand = i t is necessary for the audience to know 

that a composer composes to unload himself of feelings and visions, 

to combine and re-combine sounds,- colors, rhythms,- etc., 
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until his desired feeling of relief, not that of his audience is

attainted. Concessions on the part of the creator towards the 

listener can only lead to mediocrity and artistic failure! 

weWe see that musical composition is by no means a spontaneous 

phenomenae- but rather a process of change,- of development,- of 

evolution-and organizat i on . - A great deal of the work necessary 

to equip and activate the mind for the spontaneous part of in

vention must be done consciously and with an effort of will. 

T The 20th Century being the " golden era" for t he development 

of science, a scientific or quasi-scientific ic approach has been 

applied during the last few decades to music too. - This was in

evitable ! Rather surprising for me was the fact that it has 

stirred up a stormy reaction from a newly organized army of artists 

and scientists alike. Musicians feel offended in their most 

sensitive area - pure,- unad ulterated emotions ,- while scientists 

despise the intrusion into their highly intellectual circles by 

artists. - Personal l y I find this extremely amusing and must say 

I am having the greatest time reading articles, replies- and 



replies to the replies- in several music magazines. 

The truth of the matter is that composers - in their majority -

are not prepared to face a more or less scientific language , 

while scientists are overly anxious to prove that while A + B = C, 

C does not always equal A+ B because C-B may equal A, assuming 

that A-B+C-A could eventually give ABC and this will prove the 

relativity of the assumption } 

There is no doubt that we are living in most exciting times! 

But I believe that what is happening is an illustration of the 

old Hegelian dialectic of processes in the motion of growth. When 

forces, with something opposite at stake, - clash,out of t heir 

clashing comes something new, a new unity which negates what has 

gone before. This makes possible resolution of one conflict- and 

either the beginning of a new one -which gives, as conclusion, a 

feeling of the entire destiny and origins of the conflicting 

elements and conflicted characters,- or a final termination of 

the combating opposites. 

There is no doubt that in music today, with all the conflicts 

being created by the clash of old and new, with the new possibili

ties and challenges offered by the development of sciences, there 
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11 a is a new expression taking shape,- a new body created with 

the vision of men such as Schoenberg and others, a body acting as 

a powerful sound magnet continuously attracting new orbiting 

sounds created incessantly by a younger generation, - which in turn

modifies the existing one in an attempt to enrich the centuries-

long trasury of musical culture. I It is pointless for us to stand 

in the way of such cultural progress, disliking it, rejecting it 

and fighting it in the name of tradition and old established 

values .

S Sound is impregnated with space and time -and its only value 

lives in the present and future. - Sound in retroaction- being 

merely a reproduction of an already existing one - becomes stagnant, -

irrnnobile -and therefore-unpurposeful- and- unnecessary. - I firmly 

believe that the historical process of elimination will make 

itself felt in the years to come. 

To conclude, I would attempt to provide an answer to the 

haunting question of "how to acquire an attitude towards con-

temporary music" by saying that if in the Past, our love,- desire -



and need for music intrigued our curiosity for sounds, TODAY - -

perhaps the time has arrived to invert this relation -and let our 

love for the sound per se, guide us towards a better comprehension -

and appreciation of the whole. 

Thank you!
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